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Zombie squad police department

Topics in this category apply to scheduling. Discussions include how you prepare yourself, your family and your community for disasters and what you plan to do when they hit you. Moderator: ZS Global Moderators teotwaki ZS Member post: 4339 Joined: Sun 05 April, 2009 11:58 Contact: Post by teotwaki »Tue 05, 2016 3:44 pm Due to some recommendations from other ZS'ers
I have read on this blog: Alamance Rangers ( as well as a few others. Two related topics such as recon patrolling are a subset of the Intelligence collection. I've read a lot at Alamance Rangers in the context of torment. What caught my eye was the advice we need to be aware of the threats to our CAR. Two of them can be gangs and low-income (massively unprepared) citizens.
Some data that I have found shows me what gangs are widespread, and also that 150,000 to 200,000 people in my county (pop. 3.2M) get some kind of food stamps/SNAP/EBT. The gangs are more dangerous of the two. Looking back at the latest news articles LEOs have at least one major sweep a year arresting 100+ at a time A number of gangs have names with number 13
as part of it. The 13th letter of the alphabet, which is M..... This denotes their alliance with M, or emay, which is meant to be shorthand for the Mexican mafia. Police Union President John Franks said California was prop. 47 has created a perfect storm. Newly released rival gang members, he said, go into each other and no challenge goes unanswered ... The answer is always
going to be violence. As of January, there were 55 shootings over the next 55 days. The Prop 47 initiative, adopted in 2014, reclassified some nonviolent crimes, including those for drug and theft crimes, into misdemeanors, which could lead to earlier release from prison. White supremacists are also represented, but are not territorial. Two are NAZI LOWRIDERS and PEN1
(Public Enemy Number 1). Other small skinhead groups will also be seen around the county. Last edited by teotwaki on Mon, 21 Nov 2016 6:33 pm, edited 1 time in total. My experiences and photos are on my blog Stercutus * * Posts: 14251 Joined: Wed Feb 10, 2010 8:16 pm Location: Safe On Base Post by Stercutus » Tue 05 Apr 2016 8:01 pm Can't really add anything to this
discussion as militias are illegal in Alabama. I would say that their mission with Commitment to Fellowship is so open end it can matter. As always be careful when working with groups that train with firearms. It just takes an idiot to put a hole through the knee with an ND. You go ' round and around it You go over and under I go through teotwaki ZS Member posts: 4339 Joined: Sun
Apr 05, 2009 11:58 Pm Contact: Post by teotwaki » Tirs 05 Apr 2016 22:25 Stercutus wrote: Can't really add anything to this discussion as militias are illegal in Alabama. I would say that their task Obligation to is so open end it can mean anything. As always be careful when working with groups that train with firearms. It just takes an idiot to put a hole through the knee with an ND.
I'm definitely not looking to form a militia or enlist in one.. Mainly I look at finding out what my risk is due to low lifespan who wants to raid my CAR. My experiences and photos are on my blog phil_in_cs ZS Member Post: 11424 Joined: Fri, 28 Dec 2007 16:18 Location: central tx Post of phil_in_cs » Wed 06 Apr 2016 07:29 am teotwaki wrote: White supremacy is also represented
but is not territorial. Two are NAZI LOWRIDERS and PEN1 (Public Enemy Number 1). Other small skinhead groups will also be seen around the county. Remember Do not territorial today does not imply territorial later. I would suggest this blog for I have read his two books and they are both good. I have a book #3 on pre-order. I've been trying to keep an eye on the white
supremacist groups as they seem to be becoming more organized and active over the last couple of years. Don't confuse a belligerent and aggressive attitude with the strength, training and conditioning needed to prevail in a match. How do you know you have the will to win, if you don't even have the will to train? teotwaki ZS Member Post: 4339 Joined: Sun Apr 05, 2009 11:58
Pm Contact: Post by teotwaki » Wed Apr 06, 2016 11:32 am phil_in_cs wrote:teotwaki wrote:White supremacy gangs are also represented but are not territorial. Two are NAZI LOWRIDERS and PEN1 (Public Enemy Number 1). Other small skinhead groups will also be seen around the county. Remember Do not territorial today does not imply territorial later. I would suggest this
blog for I have read his two books and they are both good. I have a book #3 on pre-order. I've been trying to keep an eye on the white supremacist groups as they seem to be becoming more organized and active over the last couple of years. Good point. The status quo for skinheads can be changed in a disaster scenario, especially if the presence of LEOs is reduced. I ran over
the Mountain Guerrilla blog and still read many of the posts. Thank you for taking it up! Some details about the NLR gang: My adventures and photos are on my blog teotwaki ZS Member Posts: 4339 Joined: Sun 05 Apr 2009 11:58 Contact: Post by teotwaki » Wed. April 06, 2016 11:38 pm Additional info from many reviews of the book Doomsday Marauders _________Til hell of
prepping, become a marauder and just take what you need from others! really went against the grain for several reasons: Encouraging to bring raw power legally owned property others deny every single principle the republic was On. The presentation is strictly at the basic level of human existence: The Jungle Act The presentation contradicts itself with the author's claim that rape
is not allowed, but murder can be at times, but taking your life while taking property legally owned by others is ok, if you think it is necessary to deliver your own team or send a message to the place you are attempting to extract tribute from. The book gives no other principles than to become an animal (except where the author's special values are in conflict) and live, or go home
and become mine or other prey. He sets the stage describing his belief that no defended location has ever held through history. In many ways he is right, in others he is wrong in that those who value living and have precious vices that must be defended will do the necessary things to make the price high for marauders to attack. The author also seems to write from the premise
that all NPT or Prepper types are self-interested, pussilananimous sissy boys who are easy to take, even when npt or defended location has well trained and/or former military included. As I read the book as objectively as possible, I was constantly reminded of the 1960 film, 'The Magnificent Seven' (based on the book, The Seven Samurai), especially the bandit Tuco's character,
played by Eli Wallach, and his famous line: If God didn't want them cut, he wouldn't have made them sheep! The author promotes and tries to train the reader to become a WROL 'Tuco'. Another resemblance to the film above is the author describing a point where he tries to get a former green beret to join him as a partner, much like the character 'Tuco' did with Yul Brenner and
Steve McQueen characters during the intial negotiations. The author, just as Tuco did, fails to acknowledge that it could be Seven Samurai in some of the NPT/Prepper places he wants to raid willing to see the fight through to the end... the end of the maraude, in particular. Conclusion on this book? I'm glad I read it because it gave me new impetus to kill any apathy I might have
about PT, sharpshooter, FIN (Finish It Now - AKA 'Combatives', and War to the Knife, Knife to the Hilt) and to get my own NPT training revved up. It is not a pleasant book to read; Some of his stories will upset the gentler people you have in the NPT, but it's still worth getting an idea of what you'll be up against. Looters and disorganized marauders are one thing; organized, trained,
business-minded marauders are another. Use this book as a baseline for planning WROL operations and training to reject marauders; the descriptions in the book can be distilled into a very useful instruction plan for the NPT trainer with little effort. And make no mistake, those without moral compass who like to be parasites will find a lot of pleasure in this book, because it is a
street language training program tailored specifically to and for them to to tyrannize peaceful people who make the best of a SHTF scenario. ___ Ex-CIA agent Kilkenny writes the book about surviving a post-apocalyptic event or the fall of civilized society by becoming a professional Marauder. It describes, using fictional stories, how to take down farms, ranches and even large
surviving colonies to survive, even thriving after the fall of civilized societies. ______ As I said, the book is full of factual errors, terrible advice and sociopathic ideas. Here's one of the most damning examples of why I think he's not ex-CIA, not ex-Military, and not even particularly knowledgeable about firearms in general. He discusses firearms of a certain length. He strongly
recommends a pair of firearms that I would personally never think to run out and get (their guns and ammunition are not incredibly common compared to a million better, more accessible choices). I guess he just happens to own the gun and rifle, so he's got some knowledge of it... So he wants to talk to those guns because he doesn't know much about others. Again, only my
opinion of the 2 he recommends. But here it became quite clear that he has no knowledge of firearms at the military level. He talks several times about M-16. He describes using the M-16 during raids and operations here and there throughout the book. Well, every time he referred to the type of cartridge as M-16 fires, he says 22LR. You heard it right. At several locations
throughout the book, he refers to the 22LR as the ammunition fired by an M-16. No, he didn't say the AR-15 chambered in 22LR or anything like that. It was quite clear that he was talking about the standard military M-16, and he claimed that it shoots 22LR. It would be something like, When they surrendered, we told them that we want a month's worth of food, a hundred liters of
water, and 5,000 rounds of M-16 ammunition. And sure enough, we got several cans of rations, full water barrels, and a large crate of 22LR ammunition. I rewrite because I do not want to copy and paste directly. There were so many places in this book that made me think: I think this guy could be a huge scam. But 22LR parts are what sealed the deal for me. The author uses
what is surely a moniker. That's probably wise, considering how most people feel about it when someone tries to claim military status and bravery that they don't have. It's not my business to hold him accountable for his allegations, but maybe someone out there knows if anything can be done about this. _____ Based on his advice and anecdotes in the book, he has no experience
of attacking a permanent place, conducting tactical recconaisance on a fixed site, and engaging in all kinds of deception campaign. I will not comment on his statements about being with any OGA, but his stories are read like something out of Stony Man or a Dick Marcinko Red Book. Some of his advice is useful, such as guns are almost useless for anything other than in close
self-defense, but the rest of the book is only useful to see how he and people like him will try to raid a place of their tribute and how we can counter his attempts. The story he tells about the prepared position staffed by former SF guys shows me that he has no understanding of how to defend a position, never spoke to a guy in the SF (They hate to be called Green Berets.), or how
soldiers are trained to respond to an attack. If I came across a position guarded as he described then that guy is the worst SF ODA member in human history and I would cut him loose. I once had a leader who told me You learn from all people, smart and stupid take this book with a pinch of salt and use it to learn what not to do and if you encounter these tactics how to prevent
them. Check this guy out on Doomsday Prepper's season three, episode titled We Are Marauders. He comes across as a guy who's faking it. _____som is full of improbable assumptions and unstated questions: In one of his fantasy scenarios, a prepper (and former green beret) pursues him and shoots him in the chest with a .45 pistol. Fortunately, 'Kilkenny' is wearing IIIa body
armor and is injured but uninjured. Lucky also that Green Beret somehow did not notice that bulky body armor and shoot him in the head! But you know how clueless the preppers are... And after all, it's 'Kilkenny' writing the script. He imagines people in each prepper compound his marauders beseige who are torn by internal strife and disagreement; while his own group of
marauders happily obey his every command. He envisions that they are both very skilled and very consistent with his orders. No controversy or disagreement among his group! And if anyone disagrees, 'Kilkenny' will just shoot him in the head! In the meantime, I guess the others are just grinning and chuckling and shaking their heads: That Kilkenny! Isn't he anything! He envisions
his group of marauders traveling merryly from conquest to conquest on horseback, stealing everything they need. Since many of his scenarios are set in Colorado, one can not help but wonder: where do they spend the winter? And how will they keep shoes on their horses? But undoubtedly, there is no problem for Kilkenny: since this is all his imagination anyway, no doubt he has
contrived any awesome scenario that suits. Reading his bio, we actually discover that he currently lives in CO with his wife on a sprawling ranch. As he spends most of the book describing how such ranches will be completely indefensible, one can't help but wonder what the provisions he's made: what *his* ranch looks like? But he gives us no idea, even in the equally worthless
sequel (Defeating the Doomsday Marauders) that supposedly deals with precisely this problem; but actually contains mostly of his selfish bloating from the first book, along with another fantasy scenario or two. Then there is his stream-of-consciousness writing style, in which he takes himself as the top example of all that is right and good, and apparently assumes that every word
that comes out of his mouth will be inherently fascinating to the reader. *This* reader, at least, found exactly the opposite to be true: early, I got tired of his endless self-promotion, all the hot babes he bedded, etc. 'Kilkenny' has given us his wish-fulfilling fantasy of a post-apocalyptic world in which he - the fearless and venerable commander - leads his Robin Hood brigade of
marauders - who are each a model warrior, stand-but-obedient, merry-but-deadly, and ruthless-but-moral - in escapade after escapade , where they defeat clueless preppers, share some shots of Jack around the fire, and ride off to the next great adventure. These fantasies may be interesting for his psychotherapist, but not to me; or to anyone else seriously grappling with the
very real problems of self-defense in the world to come. _____ Book reads like a wannabe daydreamer who is probably a nerd with a street-level imagination. He pretends to be an expert secret agent, but comes off with anecdotes that are ridiculously unlikely but always invoke a beautiful prostitute. ______ This one star rating is not given easily, and I don't think I've ever given
anyone a star rating for written thoughts before. If possible, I would ask Amazon for my money back after reading it. The authenticity that the author claims to have experienced is highly suspect. The author claims to have been chosen by an alphabet agency to work as a hidden operative, as well as maintain a successful career as an itinerant banker through Central America. His
experiences are forwarded to the reader via a first-person perspective without regard to sentence structure and italics are (above) used to emphasize points that the author wants to hit home with the reader. Instead of emphasizing specific points, italics are used to say things like BULLSH! T and other pejoratives and it comes across in the same way when the children first learn
about swear words. The author has several sentences throughout the book that make a doubt that he has ever experienced firearms at all. In the final chapter, the author asks the reader with the following sage advice: Keep it Glock cocked and locked! You can keep a Glock loaded and the author can use a cutesy misleading to say that you should always be prepared, but Glock
guns are striker fired guns that have no hammer. Additionally, you cannot keep them locked because there is no manual security on a Glock. This is a term commonly used to describe emergency response attributed to the gunman Col. Jeff Cooper. Condition 1 is a round chambered, full magazine in place, hammer cocked, safety on. This is what it means to be cocked and locked.
The author also gives conflicting advice to those engaged in shootouts. Beginning of the book, the author has provide a common knowledge platitude about guns being bad tools for offensive striking and they should only be used to fight you (back) to the rifle. Later in his novel-style descriptions of offensive attacks, the author ditches his rifles for a Russian-surplus unusual (but
not rare) caliber gun; Makarov. Makarov is an ok gun. Many of them were circulated years back due to affordable prices and cheap ammunition. It is difficult, but not impossible to find hollow point or defensive ammunition for them. Most models should an unusual round called 9mm Makarov or 9x18mm PM. You might think that you have heard of this round before and that it is very
popular. What is the usual 9mm round is actually 9x19mm. The reason the 9x18mm was invented: The Soviet military demanded that their ammunition be incompatible with NATO firearms, so that in the event of armed conflict, a foreign power would not be able to use captured Soviet ammunition supplies. The 9×18mm Makarov ammunition uses a larger diameter ball than other
regular 9mm rounds, measuring 9.27mm (0.365 in), compared to 9.017mm (0.355 inches) for the 9mm Parabellum. After its introduction in 1951× the 9×18mm Makarov round spread across the military in Eastern Bloc nations. I have spent more time on this review than what you should spend on this book. The advice is the same as what you see the bad characters do in post-
apocalyptic movies. The question is what are you willing to do is survive? You don't need this book for that. The only thing I am inclined to believe is that the author at some point worked for the government. Most likely in customer service at the post office or at the DMV. Last edited by teotwaki wed May 11, 2016 10:59 am, edited 1 time in total. My experiences and photos are on
my blog phil_in_cs ZS Member Post: 11424 Joined: Fri, 28 Dec 2007 16:18 Location: central tx Post of phil_in_cs » Thu 07 April 2016 8:52 am they are people who have scared the hell out of me for decades. Regular looters will turn from a well-defended place to a less defended place, but an attack group will target the well-defended site knowing they have something to defend
and the attack group has the means to take it. The arrow of entropy is what it is, it will always be easier to destroy than to create, and to steal instead of buying. Don't confuse a belligerent and aggressive attitude with the strength, training and conditioning needed to prevail in a match. How do you know you have the will to win, if you don't even have the will to train? teotwaki ZS
Member post: 4339 New: Sun 05 Apr 2009 11:58 Posts by teotwaki » Thu Apr 07, 2016 10:54 am phil_in_cs wrote: they are people who have scared the hell out of me for decades. Regular looters will turn from a well-defended place to a less defended place, but an attack group will target the well-defended site knowing they have something to defend and the attack group has the
means to take it. The arrow of entropy is what it is, it will always be easier to destroy than to create, and to steal instead of buying. You nailed it. I've been sure I can drive off regular looters. I have been aware of the local gangs, but never thought through the implications of that their way of organizing would make them a nonprofit group of marauders and make me their target. I will
continue my research on possible threats the gangs present and try to create a work document that I can take to select neighbors for discussion. By pick I mean the overt firearms owners and those who fly Old Glory more than once a year. My experiences and photos are on my blog NamelessStain * * Posts: 2659 Joined: Wed Jan 04, 2012 10:08 am Location: Coastal SC Post by
NamelessStain » Thu 07 Apr 2016 2:31 PM IMHO, yes they can potentially organize a proper attack, but will probably look for softer targets elsewhere. If all the soft goals are gone, well then you have a problem. Marauder groups will eventually take too many losses from constant attacks and their power will wane. They would potentially use intimidation techniques or lay siege in
an attempt to whittle down the number of defenders by catching them outside their safe havens. At that point it's a time game and time is on their side. You most likely will not be able to produce enough food (estimates show 1 acre feeds 2 adult and 2 children) to be self-sufficient within the fortress. Just my thoughts. jnathan wrote: Since we lost some posts because of some
database work I just want to put this here for posterity. Q wrote: Buckle up NamelessStain * * * * * Posts: 2659 Joined: Thu 04 January, 2012 10:08 Am Location: Coastal SC Post by NamelessStain » Fri April 08, 2016 5:58 am teotwaki wrote: Rather than shrinking due to the loss marauder groups will be more likely to take conscripts and slaves to grow their death machine. It's a
possibility, but if they don't have the manpower to enforce conscription, they'll need new tactics. jnathan wrote: Since we lost some posts because of some database work I just want to put this here for posterity. Q wrote: Buckle up teotwaki ZS Member Post: 4339 Joined: Sun 05 Apr, 2009 11:58 Contact: Post by teotwaki »Fri April 08, 2016 2:23 pm NamelessStain wrote: --------
They would potentially use intimidation techniques or lay siege in an attempt to whittle down the number of defenders by catching them outside their safe havens. At that point it's a time game and time is on their side. You will most likely not be able to produce enough food (estimates show 1 acre adults and 2 children) to be self-sufficient within the fortress. Just my thoughts. I
don't disagree on what tactics they can use, but the discussion is about gathering information and formulating plans to deal with such scenarios. I do not agree that time is on their side as they rely on looting to fill their stomachs. As for the stronghold commentary, I do not know what it is based on, but protecting both fields and homes from marauders is an ageing and yet modern
problem. My experiences and photos are on my blog Stercutus * * Posts: 14251 Joined: Wed Feb 10, 2010 8:16 pm Location: Safe On Base Post by Stercutus » Fri 08. They engage in a wide range of criminal behavior, but tend to do poorly compared to other racial identity gangs. Motorcycle gangs do much better, but fielding a motorcycle gang in PAW is likely to run into more
resourcing issues than can be held up with. Most criminals who are victims of violence and theft in the United States are mostly concerned with obtaining more drugs. Everything they do is about that activity. Being tall and full or fiending tends to severe blunt efficiency for any type of coordinated activity. It also gives a sense of desperation to the actions they take. In a PAW
scenario, I expect the criminal gangs to exhaust themselves quickly unless they have serious leadership. I rarely see any serious leaders in criminal activity as they tend to avoid it. Groups that come later will be far more dangerous. You go 'round and around it You go over and under I go through Evan the diplomat * * * * * Posts: 2237 Joined: Sat 31 October, 2009 7:48 pm
Favorite Zombie Movies: Shaun of the Dead, Dawn of the Dead (2004), Savageland Location: Fairfax, VA Post by Evan the Diplomat » Sun Apr 10, 2016 9:34 pm teotwaki wrote: A number of gangs have names with the number 13 as part of it. The 13th letter of the alphabet, which is M..... This denotes their alliance with M, or emay, which is meant to be shorthand for the Mexican
mafia. Police Union President John Franks said California was prop. 47 has created a perfect storm. Newly released rival gang members, he said, go into each other and no challenge goes unanswered ... The answer is always going to be violence. From January first there were 55 shootings in the next 55 days Some holes in the EOB. M is not for Mexico or Mafia, MS-13 is an evil
Salavadoran gang that originated in Los Angeles. MS is Mara Salvatrucha. A suspected merger of Salvadoran street gang La Mara and a guerrilla unit Salvatrucha. They're the worst organized crime group in the D.C. suburbs. In addition to drug distribution they murder on the drop of a hat, engage in human trafficking, especially targeting blonde suburban girls because they fetch
higher dollar value. all the unaccompanied minors sneak across the border, many of whom fled MS-13 conscription back in El Salvador. Here's a funny fact, the Salvadoran government actually asked the USG to stop deporting gang members back to El Salvador because the police couldn't handle them. Priests and cannibals, prehistoric animals All happy as the dead come home
Big black nemesis, parthenogenesis No move a muscle as the dead come home teotwaki ZS Member Post: 4339 Joined: Sun Apr 05, 2009 11:58 pm Contact: Mail of teotwaki » Mon Apr 11, 2016 10:26 Pm Evan diplomat wrote: Some holes in EOB. M is not for Mexico or Mafia, MS-13 is an evil Salavadoran gang that originated in Los Angeles. MS is Mara Salvatrucha. A
suspected merger of Salvadoran street gang La Mara and a guerrilla unit Salvatrucha. Hi Evan! I'm not a bunch of experts so I started by asking some local experts. My local pd street gang unit suggested some sources for me. All are famous people or books in the anti-gang society Samuel Logan, the author This is for mara salvatrucha quote: when Mara Salvatrucha allied himself
with the Mexican mafia, they adopted 13 as part of their name out of respect, because M is the thirteenth letter of the alphabet. Also someone who writes books and is from the neck of the woods: Sergeant Lou Savelli co-founder and vice president of the East Coast Gang Investigators Association, an 18-year veteran of the NYPD, a former member of the Broward County Sheriff's
Department (FL) and the Hollywood Police Department (FL) and a published author. East Coast Mexican Gangs by Sgt. Louis Savelli, Vice President, East Coast Gang Investigators Association Quotes: Mexican Gang Slang Mexican Gangs have their own form of oral and written language that is evident in their graffiti and conversation. Some of the words, phrases, terms, gang
name-to-be or numbers to be aware of are listed below: 13 = Displays the letter M; refers to southern California 14 = displays the letter N; referring to Northern California La Eme = The Mexican mafia I agree that my Enemy Order of Battle has some holes, but I believe that the presence and size of the gang is more important than decrypting the mysteries of a gang's origins. See
pages 84 and 85 of this document, as the experts cannot agree on the explanation of what MS-13 means. Exploitation of border security by MS-13 in helping Al Qaeda's agenda of domestic terrorism in the United States ... S-13%29&amp;q= greeting, Jim My adventures and photos are on my blog phil_in_cs ZS Member Post: 11424 Joined: Fri 2 phil_in_cs 8. MS is Mara
Salvatrucha. A suspected merger of Salvadoran street gang La Mara and a guerrilla unit Salvatrucha. They are the worst crime group in dc suburbs. In addition to drug distribution they murder on the drop of a hat, engage in human trafficking, especially targeting blonde suburban girls because they fetch higher dollar value. Remember that all the unaccompanied minors who
sneaked across the border, many of whom fled ms-13 conscription back in El Salvador. Here's a funny fact, the Salvadoran government actually asked the USG to stop deporting gang members back to El Salvador because the police couldn't handle them. I'm sorry - I missed it earlier. Evan is the right ... Ucha-MS-13 ... s13_011408 Don't confuse a belligerent and aggressive
attitude with the strength, training and conditioning needed to prevail in a match. How do you know you have the will to win, if you don't even have the will to train? teotwaki ZS Member Post: 4339 Joined: Sun Apr 05, 2009 11:58 Pm Contact: Post by teotwaki » Man Apr 11, 2016 11:52 am phil_in_cs wrote:Evan the diplomat wrote: MS-13 is an evil Salavadoran gang that originated
in Los Angeles. MS is Mara Salvatrucha. A suspected merger of Salvadoran street gang La Mara and a guerrilla unit Salvatrucha. They're the worst organized crime group in the D.C. suburbs. In addition to drug distribution they murder on the drop of a hat, engage in human trafficking, especially targeting blonde suburban girls because they fetch higher dollar value. Remember
that all the unaccompanied minors who sneaked across the border, many of whom fled ms-13 conscription back in El Salvador. Here's a funny fact, the Salvadoran government actually asked the USG to stop deporting gang members back to El Salvador because the police couldn't handle them. I'm sorry - I missed it earlier. Evan is the right ... Ucha-MS-13 ... s13_011408 He's
right about who the MS-13 gang is, but not about the explanation of the 13 in the name. Please see my quotes. Your quotes only confirm who MS-13 but note that in my first post I never even mentioned MS-13. They're not one of the gangs in my area. There are gangs in my area with number 13 as part of their name. My experiences and photos are on my blog teotwaki ZS
Member Posts: 4339 Joined: Sun Apr 05, 2009 11:58 pm Contact: Post by teotwaki » Tue 12 Apr 2016 12:27 Pm Gangs is only part of the equation. In my county there are about 55 gangs with over 1,000 members. But what do police and emergency services look like in my area? In my county there are 26 unique police departments. One is a sheriff and two of the 26 are
university departments. From what I've seen so far the average number of LEOs per city department is 200, but the sheriffs have over 1,400 LEOs. I estimate 7000 LEOs in total I have not found good numbers for National Guard and Air Guard members or of armories, but there is a good size presence. Currently, the State Guard site is down. In 2010, almost 3,000 guard
personnel were deployed abroad. There is also a small Coast Guard presence and small offices for other agencies such as the FBI, Secret Service, etc. The total population of the county is just over 3 million. Swagging the total number of leos at 7000 which means about 430 citizens per officer. We have 37 hospitals of different sizes and purposes. We have three major prison
facilities. I haven't found typical population numbers yet. But will track it down in the end. At the southern end of the county, but in San Diego County we have Camp Pendleton which can be a good resource if not deployed elsewhere. About 35,000 troops out there out of a daytime population of 100,000 My experiences and photos are on my blog Stercutus * * * * Posts: 14251
Joined: Wed. 10 February, 2010 8:16 Pm Location: Safe at Base Post by Stercutus » Tue Apr 12, 2016 8:38 pm With your county is so big you probably under counted LEOs. There will be significant federal and state agency presence in a county with 3,000,000 people. I would say likely about 500-800 federal officers in your county and a similar number of state LEO's, unless the
State Capitol is in your county that would make it higher. Many departments also have police reserves that they call times of disasters or incidents that require public control. This could amount to a 10-25% increase in the local police numbers if fully activated. If your area has no such program, I would talk to the locals about starting one. The police and national guard are also not
the only ones responsible for security. You go ' round and around it You go over and below I go through teotwaki ZS Member Post: 4339 Joined: Sun Apr 05, 2009 11:58 Pm Contact: Post by teotwaki » tue Apr 12, 2016 10:51 pm Stercutus wrote: With your county is so great you probably during counted LEOs. There will be significant federal and state agency presence in a county
with 3,000,000 people. I would say likely about 500-800 federal officers in your county and a similar number of state LEO's, unless the State Capitol is in your county that would make it higher. Many departments also have police reserves that they call times of disasters or incidents that require public control. This could amount to a 10-25% increase in the local police numbers if
fully activated. If your area has no such program, I would talk to the locals about starting one. The police and national guard are also not the only ones responsible for security. I agree to subst whether the FBI is under the affe surcharge, but I have to wait until I can talk to some of those people for a rough idea. I think that the bulk of the federal agents are in Los Angeles and that
they use the satellite offices here as needed. State LEOs are also a big catch. I forgot the Highway Patrol that is not great but would still increase the numbers Much. A while ago they they the separate State Police Department. I know a couple of retired officers who can outline the contours for me. The other thing about this estimate is that it's not like we have a big wall on the
county boundaries and don't want spills from other cities. I also can't account for how many officers can now show up for their jobs if it means leaving their families unprotected. Apparently, some cities have set up a mutual assistance system for families, so first responders don't have to worry too much. My experiences and photos are on my blog Stercutus * * * Posted: 14251
Joined: Wed Feb 10, 2010 8:16 Pm Location: Safe On Base Post by Stercutus » Wed. 13 Apr 2016 1:02 Pm There are about 4 Federal agents for every 10,000 people in the U.S. population. There are large concentrations in some areas, but they can focus their efforts on a specific area as needed. Government figures vary widely. In our small town we have 5-10 patrol officers on
shift at a time. Last time we had a call for all hands for a mini-riot in our little ghetto around 40 officers appeared within 10 minutes. Hooded otters and their offspring were quite surprised. County and state units are monitoring our gangs, but other surprising people showed up as the county care officer, animal control officer and others you wouldn't think of. Many of them monitor the
web when they're not at work to keep an eye on things. Hard to say what would happen in a big city. I can't speak for the no-show rate or the numbers that could end if the whole apple cart overturned. Even in NOLA, a city known for police corruption there was at least an 80% knock out rate beating Katrina and the numbers climbed a little later. It was with the boss to have a
complete public meltdown down. I think 80% is a good base line, going up from there. Many police officers are married to nurses, other police officers and other first responders. Most of these have plans for what to do with their children in an emergency and ways to care for their families. You go ' round and around it You go over and below I go through teotwaki ZS Member post:
4339 Joined: Sun 05 April 2009 23:58 Contact: Post by teotwaki » Thu April 14, 2016 2:32 pm Thanks to everyone for your thoughts and suggestions. I came up with another category to consider for inclusion in the big picture: homeless In my city there are about 200 and across the county it is estimated to be 15,300, up from 12,707 in 2013 The greater L.A. County has nearly
45,000 homeless. My adventures and photos are on my blog
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